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Abstract—In today’s business scenario, threat of recession is already causing management to factor that possibility into their planning/budgeting processes. Many manufacturing sectors will struggle, if the experience of previous recessions holds true. Relatively low-technology manufacturing is likely to fare especially badly; highly internationalized; high-technology manufacturing is far better-positioned. The present forecast envisions a world recession that is somewhat shallower and shorter than many other forecasts. To avoid accusations of ‘cuts’ to jobs and services the government will have to push even harder for public service innovation to deliver high quality services at significantly lower cost. It’s also very likely that a recession will impact outsourcing activity and practice. Even if you do manage to maintain your sales, your profit margins could still come down. You might have to devise new and innovative methods to attract customers towards your business. By implementing pre-recession strategy any organization can prevent or to minimize the loss from recession.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recessions are social and so political challenges as much as economic ones – a challenge of collective and collaborative adaptation to radically changed circumstances. Recessions associated with financial crises tend to be severe. The threat of recession is already causing management to factor that possibility into their planning/budgeting processes. The more we can use the short term crisis to address and accelerate our adjustment to longer-term challenges, the better. These need to form part of a national economic strategy able to set long-term goals, and with the political credibility to help deliver them. Recessions may prove to be a critical, creative turning point for the country. Recessions are never purely economic events. As businesses shed jobs, profits fall and investment is cut back so families find their main breadwinner looking for a job, communities see industries they have depended on contract and even disappear. Businesses are likely to respond to the recession by developing more intelligently networked forms of organization, accelerating shifts towards more open, networked approaches to corporate innovation. Preventing the financial crisis from reigniting will remain a pressing concern, even as attention turns to ameliorating the impact of the recession on the real economy. This report’s main focus is not on crisis management, nor on the fiscal and monetary measures needed to counter recession. Many manufacturing sectors will struggle, if the experience of previous recessions holds true. Relatively low-technology manufacturing is likely to fare especially badly; highly internationalized; high-technology manufacturing is far better-positioned. The crisis will be a test of these regional coalitions. Only those built on a deep regional knowledge and strong leadership will succeed. With more public spending being diverted to tackle the recession there will be greater pressure on mainstream services. To avoid accusations of ‘cuts’ to jobs and services the government will have to push even harder for public service innovation to deliver high quality services at significantly lower cost. Recession is a time when hard choices can no longer be put off. Finland shows how such a strategy can be effective in leading the transformation of an economy through a period of crisis, encompassing business and civil society groups and mobilizing resources and initiative on a national scale. Because of the nearly universal pattern of falling growth in this global recession, it will be difficult for individual countries to export their way out of the slowdown. In the present global recession, some emerging-market economies may be able to achieve export growth as a consequence of the substantial currency depreciation that has already taken place. However, the contribution to recovery from exports seems likely to be modest because of the uniformly weak growth prospects of trading partners.

II. PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

The present forecast envisions a world recession that is somewhat shallower and shorter than many other forecasts. Unemployment is generally a lagging indicator. Its rise from a very low level to date is consistent with the employment data. However, for a variety of reasons, few companies, even those with the financial resources to do so, will actually put this learning into practice. When recession looms, most will reduce spending to shore up the bottom line. But even companies that can’t (or won’t) spend more can find ways to do more with less. A recession, therefore, can impose a discipline on marketing that is beneficial to brands in a variety of circumstances. Employees from for-profit firms are at greater risk of negative financial outcomes during the recession than those at nonprofits. Beyond these findings, there are fewer major differences than expected among employers with varying employee populations in how they are handling the recession, including those with more hourly employees or more unionized employees. The key to success during a downturn is maintaining focus. Keep your wits about you and focus on four things: your competition, your brand, your customers, and your communication. If you have a strong, successful brand, focus on what has worked for you so far. If your brand is in a relatively weak position, focus on
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systematically exploiting what strengths you have while addressing your weaknesses. During recessions, consumers and marketers alike must make the best of a bad situation. Not every brand will cut spending, but many of those that do will find themselves at a disadvantage when the recession ends.

The current recession offers both threats and opportunities to nonprofits and the people they serve. Nonprofit organizations of all types face increasing demand for their services; yet resources are stretched thin due to the shrinking revenue base of many traditional funders. Participants gather information about how the recession could impact their programs, finances, and human resources. A typical Action Plan includes: statements tying your mission and values to program outcomes during the recession, projections on how the recession could affect your income, expenses, and programs, decisions about key programmatic elements that must be preserved, diminished, increased, eliminated or postponed until after the economic crisis has lessened, strategic decisions that need to be made by board and staff to move forward. Before Proceeding Recession, we need to know market economy. First is, two stages of market economy i.e. growing market economy and declining market economy; another one is two factors of market i.e. demand and supply. In growing market economy, stock market rises, investors believe trend will continue so value of stock increases. With more money investors buy more stocks and consume more goods and services. In declining market economy, in response to decreased demand producers lay off people and decrease consumption of raw materials, consumers do not feel confident about economy, so they buy less stuff. Investors fear the value of stock will decrease, so they are less willing to invest in new companies. Two factors of market; - demand and supply. Producer wants his demand always to be high and Consumer wants his buying cost always to be low. Recession is the economy shrinking for two consecutive quarters (=6 months) with a decrease in the GDP. Recession is a normal part of the business cycle; however, one-time crisis events can often trigger the onset of a recession. The term business cycle (or economic cycle) refers to economy-wide fluctuations in production or economic activity over several months or years. These fluctuations occur around a long-term growth trend, and typically involve shifts over time between periods of relatively rapid economic growth (expansion or boom), and periods of relative stagnation or decline (contraction or recession). Business cycles are a type of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity of nations that organize their work mainly in business enterprises: a cycle consists of expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic activities, followed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge into the expansion phase of the next cycle; in duration, business cycles vary from more than one year to ten or twelve years; they are not divisible into shorter cycles of similar characteristics with amplitudes approximating their own. The economy goes through different cycles. One of them is recession. It is observed when the prices start to increase, the living standard starts to fall, unemployment rises, and businesses stop expanding. Economic recession is defined as a significant decline in the economic activity across a country, lasting longer than a few months. Normally, the recession is visible in real GDP growth, industrial production, wholesale-retail trade, real personal income, and employment. That means we need a strategy to attack the recession, not just to respond to it. Innovation – in business, communities and public services – needs to be at the heart of that attack.

Most people surveyed indicate that we are already in a recession. Unfortunately, by strict economic definition, we usually find that we’re in a recession only either after the fact or when it’s nearly over. Regardless, it’s worth noting that the impact of a recession will vary by region and by industry. It’s also very likely that a recession will impact outsourcing activity and practice. Even if you do manage to maintain your sales, your profit margins could still come down. You might have to devise new and innovative methods to attract customers towards your business. Governments, development aid agencies, non-profits, in particular, can focus on a range of policies, starting by taking more seriously the reality of international remittances. While the mortgage crisis affected a small breadth of people, it was undoubtedly more severe on Hispanic immigrants. Reducing costs by cutting expenses with layoffs may be eminent but should be avoided unless absolutely necessary. As labor is the most expensive cost on the company's balance sheets, more often than not, office staff or employees may have to be laid off until the economy improves. Customer service should be maintained as high priority for the sustainability of the company during tough economic times. The fear of recession drives managers to cut costs, reduce sales expectations and retrench across the board – particularly when it comes to developing new products and services. When the economy is down, people look to different product categories to solve persistent needs, making trade-offs that reflect both conscious and unconscious decisions. This recession may be the ideal backdrop for experimenting with small changes that target big needs.

Now, we are offering you the concept of pre-recession strategies that should be implying in the organization. These strategies have basically four phases namely, recession detection and recovery, prevention from recession and avoidance. If we talk about recession detection, our
organization can overcome recession by knowing that due to recession what kind of problems may occur for a particular organization and how much it affects to that organization? The one of the reason of economic slowdown which leads to recession is the blockage of cash flow in the market. There is a concept of mutual exclusion. Recession is the result of economic slowdown in the market. After detection of recession, next step is recovery process. Recovery is the stage, where your organization recovers/overcome with the loss due to recession period and also through this strategy one can minimize the loss due to recession. In our next phase, i.e. recession prevention, here we are offering you a concept that there should be an electronic system that suggests the organization time to time the causes and different sources of loss occurred during the recession. It will also help and suggest to organization that what strategy should be adopted by the company to minimize the loss. This criterion is based on the cash-flow in the market. This electronic system keeps all records related to cash-flow in the market. And the last phase is recession avoidance. It is not necessary that every company in the market must be affected by recession. Such organizations are implying various strategies, so that they don’t affected by the recession. Like cutting interest rates, tax cuts, increasing government spending etc which are already implemented by some organizations. Your organization can accept the minimum loss due to recession by avoiding it if it will not affect entirely. So, by pre-recession strategy, you can prevent your company by recession by implying the recession prevention strategies in your organization.

III. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

This recession may be the ideal backdrop for experimenting with small changes that target big needs. The fear of recession drives managers to cut costs, reduce sales expectations and retrench across the board – particularly when it comes to developing new products and services. Customer service should be maintained as high priority for the sustainability of the company during tough economic times. Most people surveyed indicate that we are already in a recession. It is observed when the prices start to increase, the living standard starts to fall, unemployment rises, and businesses stop expanding. That means we need a strategy to attack the recession, not just to respond to it. Innovation— in business, communities and public services – needs to be at the heart of that attack. So, by recession detection and recovery, prevention from recession and avoidance techniques we can prevent our organization from recession.
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